M obile manipulation robots have great potential for roles in support of rescuers on disaster-response missions. Robots can operate in places too dangerous for humans and therefore can assist in accomplishing hazardous tasks while their human operators work at a safe distance. We developed a disaster-response system that consists of the highly flexible Centauro robot and suitable control interfaces, including an immersive telepresence suit and support-operator controls offering different levels of autonomy.
Japanese coast-including the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant-resulting in a nuclear disaster. There, rescue workers faced considerable risks to their health [1] .
Although mobile manipulation robots have much potential to replace humans in such cases, the Fukushima nuclear disaster illustrated the gap between robot capabilities and real-world requirements. In such scenarios, a combination of locomotion and manipulation skills is required. Locomotion tasks include, for example, energy-efficient movement over long distances to approach a disaster site; navigation in man-made environments, such as along corridors, through doorways, onto ramps, and up staircases; and maneuvering over or around clutter, obstacles, and openings caused by the disaster. Possible manipulation tasks include moving heavy obstacles to clear paths, connecting and disconnecting plugs, unlocking and opening doors, and operating tools, such as power drills. Such robots also must incorporate their own energy resources, be operated out of sight of the operator, and be robust enough to function reliably over long periods in harsh conditions without maintenance.
In recent years, advancements in the areas of actuation and sensing technology, computational hardware, and batteries have contributed to the development of robotic platforms that provide improved flexibility, precision, strength, robustness, energy efficiency, and compactness, enabling the deployment of robots in environments designed for humans. In the 2015 DARPA Robotics Challenge, teams were required to solve a set of mostly known locomotion and manipulation tasks. They demonstrated the state of the art for applied mobile manipulation robots. Successful robot entries included DRC-Hubo, Momaro, the CHIMP (Carnegie Mellon University Highly Intelligent Mobile Platform), and RoboSimian [2] [3] [4] [5] . More recent mobile manipulation robots include RoboMantis [6] and Spot [7] . These possess flexible kinematic capabilities, but no methods to control these platforms have been presented. The humanoid Toyota T-HR3 [8] and the Walk-Man robot attached to a wheeled base [9] have been controlled through a head-mounted display (HMD) and by mirroring user movements to the robot. In the case of the T-HR3, additional force feedback is available. However, evaluation of these systems only addressed tasks of limited difficulty known in advance, so that operator training was possible.
The CENTAURO project aimed at creating mobile manipulation robots more useful for real-world missions. Hence, the development focused on a system that is flexible enough to solve a wide range of tasks considerably more challenging and realistic than those robots have performed before. Such tasks include those for which the operators had no chance to train the task, as in realistic disaster-response missions. We are convinced that a single operator interface that is flexible for use in a wide range of tasks-while being easy to usedoes not exist. We propose a set of operator interfaces with complementary strengths and different degrees of autonomy. For tasks of limited complexity, high-level operator inputs suffice to control autonomous functionalities while relieving cognitive load from the operator. For rather difficult tasks, human experience and capabilities for scene understanding and assessing situations are indispensable. Thus, it is highly desirable to transfer these cognitive capabilities into the disaster scene through such technologies as, for example, a telepresence suit.
Many technical details of the system have been described in [10] , a report on the intermediate system status one year before the end of the project. In this article, we present the final system at the end of the project and explain why we made several fundamental design decisions. Furthermore, we describe components that have been recently developed and, thus, are not included in the report, such as a new robust end effector, a new motion controller, a bimanual control interface for the telepresence suit, technology for bimanual autonomous grasping, a terrain classification method for autonomous locomotion, and virtual models for the robot and its environments. Finally, we present a systematic evaluation that goes significantly beyond previously reported experiments. It consists of tasks that are considerably more challenging so that the system can be fairly assessed for potential real-world applications.
The Centauro Robot
In designing the robot, we looked at requirements of typical disaster-response missions and experiences of KHG, which operates a fleet of disaster-response robots. Those platforms are mostly tracked vehicles with a single arm ending in a 1-degree-of-freedom (DoF) gripper. Moreover, additional monochromatic or red, green, blue (RGB) cameras enable the operator to view the scene.
Hardware Description
Regarding the locomotion concept, KHG reported that tracked approaches are robust and easy to control but exhibit difficulties in very challenging environments, such as in places where large debris block a path or where there are large gaps or holes to traverse or avoid. Moreover, the lower energy efficiency of tracks means that the systems must have large batteries, thus increasing weight. Wheeled platforms generally offer higher energy efficiency, but their mobility is limited to sufficiently flat terrains. Meanwhile, legged robots show promise of being able to traverse challenging terrains (including steps and gaps) since only isolated footholds are needed. For the Centauro robot (Figure 1 ), we chose a hybrid driving-stepping design using legs ending in wheels. In this manner,
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the complementary strengths of the two locomotion approaches are combined. Furthermore, the robot can switch between locomotion modes without changing its posture, which enables additional unique motions, such as individual feet movement relative to the base while keeping ground contact-a valuable property for balancing. Wheels are 360° steerable and actively driven, allowing for omnidirectional driving. The legs incorporate 5 DoF each, with three upper joints arranged in a yawpitch-pitch configuration and two lower joints for wheel orientation and steering. When stepping, wheel rotation is blocked so that the grip is similar to point-like contacts of legged robots. We chose a design with four legs due to its higher static stability (support polygon area), compared to bipedal robots.
KHG also reported that bimanual setups can be advantageous in several situations but are rarely present on the market. Furthermore, operators sometimes experience problems understanding kinematic constraints of the manipulator arms. Motivated by these observations, we chose an anthropomorphic upper-body design for Centauro, resulting in an eponymous centaur-like body plan. It enables effective bimanual manipulation in human workspaces. A yaw joint connects the upper body to the lower body. The two 7-DoF robot arms possess a quasi-anthropomorphic profile, providing an intuitive kinematic system understanding for the operators. To obtain versatile grasping capabilities, two different end effectors with complementary strengths are incorporated. On the right, a commercial, anthropomorphic, 9- capabilities. On the left, a flexible, 4-DoF Hardware Embedded Reduced Intricacy (HERI) II hand [11] allows for a higher payload and exhibits higher compliance and robustness. The HERI II hand was developed specifically to overcome the limitation of typical underactuated hands in executing basic dexterous motions, such as pinching and triggering tools, while maintaining the main advantages of underactuated designs.
With respect to the sensor setup, KHG reported that the operation of its robots, based solely on camera images, puts a high cognitive load on the operators and requires extensive training to derive correct situation assessments from those images. The lack of assessment of the overall kinematic system state and of the robot's environment causes uncertainty and stress. Therefore, Centauro incorporates a multimodel sensor setup that provides comprehensive visualizations to the operators and input to (semi)autonomous control functionalities. It includes a 3D laser scanner with spherical field of view, an RGB depth (RGB-D) sensor, and three RGB cameras in a panoramic configuration at the robot head. A pan-tilt mechanism allows for adaptation of the RGB-D sensor pose, facilitating manipulation at different locations. Furthermore, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) is mounted in the torso. Two RGB cameras under the robot base provide views on the feet. An RGB-D sensor at the right wrist creates an additional perspective during manipulation. Finally, two 6-DoF force/torque sensors are mounted between the robot arms and hands.
To the best of our knowledge, no system on the market provides hybrid locomotion combined with bimanual manipulation and the required sensor setup. The robot has been mainly fabricated of an aluminum alloy. To drive the robot, five sizes of torque-controlled actuators have been developed. The compactly integrated series elasticities provide mechanical robustness to impacts and torque sensing via deformation monitoring. Based on an effort analysis, a suitable actuator was chosen for each joint [12] . In addition, the robot body houses a Wi-Fi router, a battery, and three PCs for real-time control, perception, and higher-level behavior.
One consideration in designing a disaster-response robot is to include hardening to withstand radiation. This can be realized through either massive lead cases for the computational hardware, which would add significant weight, or the use of radiation-immune computer hardware, which is severely limited, compared to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. We developed the CEN-TAURO system as a scientific demonstrator that aims at pushing the state of the art. Hardening the system against radiation would have affected our research by considerably limiting the modular hardware design and the use of cheaper COTS components. We thus see system hardening as a task for further development according to the demands of the end user.
Software Description
For low-level hardware communication, we developed XBotCore, an open-source, real-time, cross-robot software platform [13] . This software makes it possible to seamlessly program and control any robotic platform while providing a canonical abstraction that hides the specifics of the underlying hardware. Higher-level motion commands are processed in the developed CartesI/O motion controller [14] , which can consider multiple tasks and constraints with given, situation-specific priorities. The controller resolves a cascade of quadratic programming (QP) problems, each associated with a priority level, and considers the optimality reached in all of the previous priority levels. The high computational cost of the successive QP problems is alleviated by assessing our inverse kinematics (IK) loop in a range between 1,000 and 250 Hz.
The Operator Station
KHG reported that during its real-world missions, human concentration suffers from a high cognitive load. Thus, operators are usually exchanged approximately every 15 min. The kinematics of Centauro are considerably more complex, which means the cognitive load would likely be higher. In discussions with KHG, we identified several reasons for these high cognitive loads. 1) Camera images are not comprehensive enough to enable operators to fully understand the robot's situation, especially if contact with the environment has to be assessed. 2) Operators have problems understanding the robot kinematics if they cannot see them and cannot assess joint limits and self-collisions. 3) Operation of the robot requires continuous direct control of all robot capabilities, which demands an exhausting, continuous, and high level of concentration. We derived several requirements for the CENTAURO operator station from these experiences. Regarding visualization, we aimed at providing a more intuitive understanding of the situation through a 3D virtual model of the robot and its environment. This model is generated from joint states, the IMU, the laser scanner, and the RGB-D sensors. It is enriched with camera images from several perspectives. We refer to these digital counterparts of the robot and its environment as digital twins. Moreover, we added force feedback to improve situational assessment, especially if environment contacts are involved. Regarding control, several interfaces with different strengths were implemented. The main operator intuitively controls the robot through a full-body telepresence suit, while support operators are able to command additional control functionalities on different levels of autonomy.
A semiautonomous stepping controller is used for walking across irregular terrain.
Full-Body Telepresence Suit
The main part of the full-body telepresence suit is the upper-body exoskeleton with arm exoskeletons covering shoulders and elbows, two spherical wrist exoskeletons, and two hand exoskeletons ( Figure 2 ). Hence, complex operator arm, wrist, and hand motions can be intuitively transferred to the robot. While the arm motions can be also realized through off-the-shelf lightweight manipulators, the exoskeleton, designed to maximize performance in human-robot interaction, features high transparency, a large workspace, and high maximum payload/rendered force. In contrast to similar teleoperation systems [15] , the presented exoskeleton considers force feedback of both the arm and the hand-palm. The arm exoskeletons cover about 90% of the natural workspace of the human upper arms without singularities. To keep the number of moving masses low, the device is driven by electric actuators remotely located behind the operator seat and connected to the joints through idle pulleys and in-tension metallic tendons. Force feedback is provided for each individual joint. Two rotational 3-DoF forearm-wrist exoskeletons track operator wrist motions and provide independent torque feedback for each axis [16] . In developing these components, researchers focused on making the exoskeleton comfortable for the person wearing it and maintaining an open structure to avoid collisions between parts during bimanual operational tasks. The 6D end-effector poses of the two arms are computed and sent to the Centauro robot, which uses them as references to compute joint values through IK. Two hand exoskeleton modules track operator finger motions and provide grasping-force feedback [17] . Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the telepresence suit. The control incorporates friction and gravity compensation as well as the time-domain passivity approach combined with a position-force scheme to achieve high transparency [18] .
Since Centauro's quadrupedal lower body is considerably different from the bipedal lower body of humans, direct control of all four legs through an exoskeleton is not feasible. Instead, we decided to use pedals to control omnidirectional driving, while more challenging locomotion is controlled by the support operators. In addition, the operator wears an HMD for immersive 3D visualizations.
Support Operator Interfaces
While the telepresence suit is especially useful for tasks requiring challenging manipulation, several other tasks can be managed without the suit and with an increasing level of autonomy-requiring less input from the operator. Omnidirectional driving can be controlled through a joystick. A 6D mouse provides Cartesian control of 6D end-effector poses for arms and legs. For more complex motions, a keyframe editor enables configuration control and motion generation in joint space and in Cartesian end-effector space. A semiautonomous stepping controller is used for walking across irregular terrain. The operator can trigger individual stepping motions, while the controller automatically generates a statically stable robot configuration and a subsequent foot-stepping motion sequence, including ground contact estimation. The operator can also define goal poses for an autonomous driving-stepping locomotion planner (see the section "Autonomous Hybrid Driving-Stepping Locomotion"). Bimanual manipulation can be controlled through the 6D mouse interface, through the keyframe editor, or by defining targets for autonomous grasping (see the section "Autonomous Dual-Arm Manipulation").
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Situation Prediction With Digital Twins
A digital twin virtually represents a real object, including its physical and kinematic properties, appearance, data sources, internal functions, and communication interfaces. We use the Verosim simulation environment for the digital twin (in the loop with the real robot).
In addition, the robot can be placed in simulated environments to support development. Virtual sensor models can generate detailed measurements of the virtual environment, and physical interactions of rigid bodies are simulated. The digital twin interfaces to external control and processing units are identical to those of the real robot [19] .
The robot's digital twin is accompanied by a digital twin of the robot environment. Three-dimensional meshes are generated from laser scanner measurements and can be overlaid by texture coming from, for example, RGB cameras. A large model database contains many static objects, such as steps or plugs, and dynamic objects, such as valves or doors. If such objects are recognized, virtual models of these objects can automatically be positioned in the virtual environment. Hence, limitations of sensory input, which are caused by occlusion, for example, are mitigated, resulting in a holistic, detailed virtual representation of the scene. This representation is used to generate immersive user visualizations for both 3D HMDs and the 2D renderings from arbitrary view poses [20] . Visualizations can be enriched with control-interfacespecific data, such as locomotion paths, which can be inspected before execution.
During robot operation, the robot might become involved in a situation so challenging that the operator is uncertain how the robot should proceed. Since the digital twins of the robot and its environment accompany the mission and are frequently updated, the same situation is represented in the virtual environment. A predictive mode is activated by freezing the real robot in its current configuration and decoupling the digital twins from their real counterparts. Subsequently, the operator control is redirected from the real robot to its digital twin (Figure 4 ). Consequently, operators interact with the virtual representation as they would with the real robot. This can be used to, for example, evaluate multiple approaches to solve a specific task. Once a satisfying solution is found, the task can be executed with the real robot [21] .
Operator Relief Through Autonomous Control Functions
While intuitive teleoperation is superior for solving complex, unknown tasks, disaster-response missions also include several tasks that can be automated to reduce the high cognitive load on the operators. Such tasks might include navigating to a desired location or grasping a tool. Moreover, in comparison to direct teleoperation, autonomy is often faster and depends less on a reliable data link. However, the development of autonomous skills is challenging due to the level of variability of the environment and the tasks.
Autonomous Hybrid Driving-Stepping Locomotion
The many DoF that have to be controlled in combination with the required precision and balance assessment put a high cognitive load on the operator and might result in motion too slow to be practical. We developed a locomotion planner that combines omnidirectional driving and stepping capabilities in a single graph-search-based planning problem [22] . The environment is represented with 2D height maps computed from laser scanner measurements. These maps are processed to estimate costs for the robot base and individual feet, enabling precise planning. Two-dimensional height maps are inadequate for representing terrains, such as expanses of fine gravel. Therefore, the planning pipeline is enriched with terrain classification providing additional semantics ( Figure 5) . A geometry-based analysis derives the terrain slope and roughness from point clouds. In parallel, a vision-based terrain classification is performed on RGB images by employing a convolutional encoder-decoder neural network. Initial training on the CityScapes data set [23] provides the network with reliable representations of drivable surfaces, walls, vegetation, and terrain. Subsequent training on custom data sets from forests and buildings refines the terrain representations. We focused on the classification of staircases, which have many similarities to obstacles but differ in traversability. Finally, all features are fused to pixelwise traversability assessments (safe/risky/ obstacle/stair), which are incorporated in the planner as an additional cost term.
The fine planning resolution (2.5 cm) and high-dimensional (7 DoF) robot representation result in rapidly growing state spaces that exceed feasible computation times and available memory for larger planning problems. We improved the planner to generate an additional coarse, lowdimensional (3 DoF), and semantically enriched abstract planning representation [24] . The cost function of this representation is learned by a convolutional neural network trained on artificial short planning tasks but generalizes well to real-world scenes. An informed heuristic (containing knowledge about the environment and the robot) employs this abstract representation and exploits it to effectively guide the planner toward the goal. This accelerates planning by multiple orders of magnitude with comparable result quality.
Autonomous Dual-Arm Manipulation
While object grasping could be executed through the telepresence suit, autonomous grasping is promising to relieve ) is not recognized well in the height map. The terrain class map clearly represents this area and enriches the cost map with this information. The cost map also shows two generated paths to a goal pose on top of the staircase (green arrow). The operator can choose one of these paths. The red path represents a low weight for terrain class-based costs: the robot traverses the patch of gravel. The blue path incorporates terrain class-based costs with a higher weight: the robot avoids the gravel.
cognitive load from the operator. Some objects, such as tools, require functional grasps: they must be grasped in a specific way to enable their use. This requirement poses challenges to the autonomy. Additional challenges arise for bimanual tasks, which force the execution of collision-free synchronous grasping motions. The presented autonomous grasping pipeline enables bimanual functional grasping of unknown objects if other instances of this object class are known (Figure 6) . Input is RGB-D data. First, semantic s e g mentation-based on Refine-Net with additional postprocessingfinds object contours and outputs corresponding point clouds. It is trained on synthetic scenes with objects coming from turntable captures or CAD mesh renderings. Subsequently, the object pose is estimated from the extracted point cloud, and a grasp is generated. Grasp generation is based on a nonrigid registration that incorporates class-specific information embedded in a low-dimensional shape space for the object category. To learn the shape space of a category, object point clouds are registered toward a single canonical instance of the category [25] , [26] . During inference, we optimize a shape that best matches the observed point cloud. Finally, individual grasping motions for each arm, which are known for the canonical model, are warped to fit the inferred object shape. Arm trajectories are subsequently optimized by incorporating collision avoidance, joint limits, end-effector orientation, joint torques, and trajectory duration [27] . Since the optimization is performed in joint space, multiple end effectors can be easily added to the optimization problem by incorporating additional terms in the cost function. For manipulating an object (once it is grasped) with multiple end effectors simultaneously, an additional term that penalizes violations of the closed kinematics chain constraint is added. The planned motion is finally presented to the operator for verification. The execution of the complete planning pipeline takes fewer than 7 s.
Evaluation
The final CENTAURO system was evaluated using a systematic benchmark test at the facilities of KHG. Tasks were designed based on KHG's knowledge about real-world disaster-response missions. While the intermediate evaluation reported in [10] was carried out at the same facilities, one year of further intensive system development significantly extended and advanced the CENTAURO system. Hence, the described tasks in this article are designed to be considerably more challenging to demonstrate the significantly increased real-world applicability of the final CEN-TAURO system.
All tasks were performed without previous training and with the operator station located in a separated room, thus preventing direct visual contact. The robot operated mostly untethered, relying on power supplied through its battery and a wireless data link. A neutral referee rated how well the task was performed and ensured that no communication took place between persons at the robot location and the operators.
Since the system had research demonstrator status and this evaluation was the first time all required components were integrated into a disaster-response system, we permitted up to three runs for each task, of which only the best run was rated. Nevertheless, most tasks were conducted successfully at the first trial without further runs. The tasks are not described in chronological order but in categories. During the evaluation, the Platform+Lever task was one of the first manipulation tasks to be performed. Unfortunately, a mechanical part in the upper-body exoskeleton broke during this task, and we were not able to repair it in the limited time of the evaluation meeting. Therefore, we opted to solve all remaining tasks with the remaining interfaces. However, in the section "Isolated Evaluation of Telepresence Suit Control, " we present an isolated evaluation of the telepresence suit.
The task-specific performance of the evaluation at KHG is summarized in Table 1 . Impressions of the experiments are given in Figure 7 . Further video footage is available online (https://www.ais.uni-bonn.de/videos/RAM_2019 _Centauro).
Locomotion Tasks
Locomotion capabilities were evaluated in three tasks. In the Step Field task, the robot had to traverse a surface of concrete blocks in a random grid scheme. The task difficulty was considerably increased by wooden bars randomly placed on the surface. We used the semiautonomous stepping controller and the joystick for omnidirectional driving to successfully solve this task. Manual adaptations through the 6D mouse and the keyframe editor were frequently required, due to the irregularities caused by the wooden bars. In addition, the RGB camera under the robot base lost connection. It normally provides a detailed view on the rear feet, which is essential for situational assessment. To compensate, the right-arm RGB-D sensor was used when executing individual rear-foot motions.
In the Staircase task, the robot had to climb a staircase with three steps. We used predefined motion primitives and joystick driving control to accomplish this task. Once the robot was on the staircase, motions could be triggered in a repetitive manner. Hence, climbing longer staircases would only require more repetitions of these motions.
In the Gap task, the robot had to traverse a 50-cm gap. We used motion primitives and joystick commands to successfully accomplish this task. In addition, the predictive mode of the digital twin was employed to evaluate different strategies (Figure 4 ). That mode was demonstrated separately and is not included in the measured time.
Manipulation Tasks
Disaster-response manipulation capabilities were evaluated in six tasks. In the Fire Hose task, the robot had to connect and disconnect a fire hose with a nozzle. Integrated sealing caused high friction, requiring the use of a designated wrench. Dexterous grasping capabilities of the Schunk hand were required to mount the fire hose on the nozzle. The HERI II hand operated the wrench. This task was accomplished using the 6D mouse control. Its feature enabling only certain motion axes facilitated precise alignment.
In the 230-V Connector (Standard) task, the robot had to connect and disconnect a standard 230-V plug placed in one hand to a cable power outlet hanging from the ceiling. After grasping the power outlet, precise alignment was challenging since vision was hindered through the enclosure of the power outlet. In a second task version, the robot had to plug a 230-V CEE-type plug, which was closed with a lid incorporating a spring mechanism, into a power outlet at the wall. One hand was required to dexterously open the lid and keep it open while the other hand had to insert the plug. This task was challenging due to potential self-collisions between hands as well as several occlusions. For both tasks, the 6D mouse control was well suited since it allowed very precise motions. However, force feedback was not present, and contact had to be assessed from visualizations.
In the Shackle task, the robot had to fix a shackle to a metal ring at the wall. One hand had to position the shackle around the ring, while the other hand had to insert and turn a screw. An adapter for the small screw head facilitated grasping and turning. The 6D mouse interface was used, and its precise motions were required to align the screw with the thread. In the Electric Screwdriver task, the robot had to screw a wooden board to a wooden block using an off-the-shelf electric screwdriver. The wooden board with premounted screws was held with the HERI II hand. The anthropomorphic Schunk hand operated the electric screwdriver using its index finger for triggering. The 6D mouse control was used to align the tip of the screwdriver with the screw head. When activating the screwdriver, the screw moved inside the wood, requiring fast reaction to follow the screw head toward the wooden board.
Finally, the Power Drill task demonstrated the operation of a bimanual tool by making holes at marked places into a wooden block. Again, the Schunk hand was used to pull the trigger of the drill. The 6D mouse control was set to generate bimanual motions with respect to a custom frame in the tool. Since one hole was drilled with a deviation of 1 cm to the marked position, this task achieved a rating of 90%.
Combined Tasks
Three tasks combined locomotion and manipulation. They were designed to represent realistic missions and to evaluate the coordination of different control interfaces.
In the Door task, the robot had to unlock and open a locked door and pass through the doorway. The key was mounted on an adapter that KHG uses in real-world missions. Once the key was inserted in the lock, multiple regrasps were necessary to turn it. This was achieved by 6D mouse control. After opening the door, the arms were moved to a configuration so that they further opened the door when driving through it. Omnidirectional driving was controlled by joystick.
In the Platform+Valve task, the robot had to approach an elevated platform, climb on it with its front feet, and open and close a valve. This task was performed with gate-and levertype valves. Approaching the platform was realized by joystick, while the semiautonomous stepping controller was employed to climb the platform. Centauro's upper body was controlled through the telepresence suit. The gate-type valve was turned 360° in each direction for opening and closing. While the operators thought that this rotation was sufficient, the referee expected full opening and closing (>360°). A rating of only 60% was given. Subsequently, when operating the lever-type valve, a mechanical part broke inside the upper-body exoskeleton after closing the valve 30°. To demonstrate the robustness of our system in case of failure, we switched to 6D mouse control on the fly and finished the task.
Finally, the Pipe Star task was performed. A pipe star was placed on the ground. It consists of five short pipes with different orientations and different symbols inside. Each of the pipes had to be grasped at the top, and the symbol inside the pipe had to be perceived. This task is used by KHG to evaluate real-world mobile manipulation platforms. Initially, the keyframe editor was used to move the robot to a very low base pose, allowing for manipulation close to the ground [ Figure 7 (l)]. Operators used the joystick for omnidirectional driving and the 6D mouse for arm motions. When grasping the pipes, the top pipe was touched from the side only and not from the top. While operators thought they had accomplished the task, the referee rated this only as a partial success since he determined that the task required contact from the top. Moreover, it was challenging for the operators to assess physical contact since force feedback was not available. Visualizing the symbols inside the pipes was realized through the wrist RGB-D camera without problems.
To demonstrate the robustness of our system in case of failure, we switched to 6D mouse control on the fly and finished the task.
Autonomous Tasks
Autonomous control functionalities were evaluated in two tasks. In the Autonomous Locomotion task, the robot started in front of a patch of debris and some obstacles. A two-step staircase ending in an elevated platform was positioned behind the debris with the goal pose on the platform (Figure 5 ). Map generation, localization, goal-pose definition, and planning took around 30 s. The robot detected the debris, drove around it, and arrived at the staircase. It then started to climb the staircase. However, after climbing two steps with its front feet and then attempting to climb the first step with a rear foot, the robot lost its balance. Essentially, the robot model, which was used by the planner, did not include recent hardware modifications (such as integration of the battery) and, hence, based its balance assessment on a wrong center of mass.
In the Autonomous Manipulation task, the robot had to detect an unknown bimanual power drill on a table in front of it, grasp it with both hands, operate the trigger, lift it, and put it back on the table. The robot successfully detected the drill and derived a valid grasping pose, which it approached while avoiding collisions with the table. However, due to a small misalignment of the right-hand grasp, it failed to activate the tool and also touched the tool after placing it back on the table, causing the tool to fall.
Isolated Evaluation of Telepresence Suit Control
The telepresence suit control was evaluated in isolated experiments later. Again, direct visual contact between the operator and the robot was prevented. In a first task, a wrench had to be grasped, and a valve stem had to be turned. This task included fine positioning and orientation control of the tool tip and compliance and modulation of exerted forces on specific axes. Force feedback enabled the operator to feel the interaction between the wrench and the valve stem, facilitating positioning of the tool.
In a second task, bimanual coordination was evaluated. The operator had to grasp a glue gun positioned in an unfavorable position on a table in front of the robot. Since a single direct grasp would not allow for correct tool usage, the operator had the robot pick up the tool with the HERI II hand, hand it over to the Schunk hand, and adjust it to obtain a functional grasp that made it possible to press the trigger. This task required precise position and orientation control of both hands, combined with adequate grasp forces to avoid slippage. In addition, problems derived from the force loop were alleviated by the compliance of the controller, creating stable behavior without noticeable oscillations on either the operator or the robot side. The task took 88 s to complete.
The telepresence suit control was fast enough to reliably solve a challenging task in a reasonable time, but it was considerably slower than a human executing the task. Two reasons were identified: 1) The operator received no feedback for collisions between the robot elbow and lower body. Introducing another modality, such as auditory feedback, could help the operator.
2) The robot hands often caused considerable occlusions in the 3D operator visualization when manipulating objects. We observed that the main operator relied only on 3D visualizations if those were available in high quality and with few occlusions. Otherwise, RGB camera images were preferred, but the missing third dimension caused challenges for fast and precise grasping. Fusing RGB-D data from different perspectives could overcome this issue.
Lessons Learned and Conclusions
During the CENTAURO project and its evaluation, systematic integration has played a key role. Complex subsystems, such as the Centauro robot, the telepresence suit, and autonomous control functionalities, require extensive testing of isolated functionalities. We have learned not to underestimate the preparation effort a systematic evaluation requires. Misunderstandings between the operator and the referee occurred since details of individual task objectives were not communicated precisely.
In summary, we presented the final state of the CEN-TAURO system consisting of the flexible Centauro robot and a set of operator interfaces including a telepresence suit. We demonstrated the system capabilities for solving challenging, realistic, and wide-ranging disaster-response tasks. Our set of operator interfaces was even capable of coping with unexpected events, such as broken cameras or the temporal unavailability of individual interfaces. We further showed that neither pure teleoperation nor pure autonomy is desirable for controlling a complex robot for such challenging tasks. Instead, a set of control interfaces that address different tasks and support the operation on different levels of autonomy provides intuitive control and flexibility. Nevertheless, the system speed to solve tasks is still significantly slower compared to the speed a human would require. We observed that control interfaces with a high degree of autonomy are in general faster in relation to the task complexity. Hence, extending the capabilities of autonomous functionalities is promising but requires considerable development effort. Regarding the speed of direct teleoperation through the telepresence suit, we discovered that force feedback is valuable as are other feedback modalities, such as vision. We identified a lack of system understanding as the main reason for slower operation speed.
In general, force feedback was found to be valuable to the operator and essential in certain tasks. However, it required noticeable hardware complexity of the telepresence suit. In future system development, a better tradeoff between the performance of the haptic feedback and the complexity of the hardware should be found by exploring different approaches.
Finally, given KHG's extensive experience in challenges of disaster-response systems, CENTAURO has overcome several of the described issues in demonstrating an effective locomotion approach, bimanual manipulation, and operator interfaces that reduce the cognitive load. The CENTAURO system constitutes a significant step in enhancing safety for rescue workers in real-world disasterresponse tasks.
